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Abstract

The paper deals with one step of the non-materialized data integration - the schema matching task. The proposal
is for data sources on the Semantic Web; the crucial assumption for the considered task is the availability of the
ontologies describing data to integrate. These ontologies are used to find correspondences between source schemas
elements. For this, the techniques from ontology alignment and ontology merging field are used.

1. Introduction

Data integration [1] is a task of combining data resid-
ing at different sources and enabling a user to process
these data as a one whole. When data integration is non-
materialized [2], the issue usually is to provide an uni-
fied view over the data sources. This view is then ac-
cessed as a new - integrated - data source containing all
the data. However, in fact, the view is only virtual and
does not store any data; the data physically stay stored in
the original sources. In order to enable accessing them
through the integrated view, connections between the
schema of such an “integrated” view and the schemas
of the data sources have to be established.

The integration process can be seen as a collection of
several tasks, which together brings the required result.
The basic steps of such a data integration are following:

• Schema matching - Under an assumption the
data sources to integrate have been constructed in-
dependently, and their schemas were designed by
different designers for different purposes, the data
schemas are in general heterogeneous. Therefore,

it is crucial, for their processing together, to find
correspondences between them. The problem of
finding schemas correspondences is called schema
matching [4], [5].

• Schema mapping - A usual way to describe the
correspondences between schemas of the inte-
grated data sources is to use mappings.
A mapping can be seen as a structure, e.g. a set of
assertions, that establishes a connection between
elements of the view schema (usually called
global schema) and the data source schemas (lo-
cal schemas).
Two basic approaches [6], [7] have been used in
order to specify the mappings: a Global As View
(GAV) approach consisting in defining the global
schema as a set of views over the local schemas
and a Local As View (LAV) approach consisting in
defining the local sources as a set of views made
on the global schema.

• Query processing - The composition of mapping
is an essential task. It plays a crucial role in query-
ing - another important process of a data integra-
tion.
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Within a data integration (system), a user poses
his query on the global view in terms of the
global view. In order to execute the query over the
sources, where data are stored, query processing
[3] is needed.
There are two approaches to query processing.
The first one is query rewriting - a query is de-
composed to parts referring to local sources and
reformulated to be expressed in local source back-
ground. The other one is query answering - it do
not pose any limitations on how a query is pro-
cessed, the only goal is to exploit all possible
information to compute the answer, for example
find the set of data such that the knowledge rep-
resented in the data logically implies that it is an
answer to the query.

This paper deals with the first step of the integration pro-
cess. It considers web data sources. In general, data of
the current World Wide Web are distributed in many
sources, having different formats, heterogeneous (or
none) schemas, etc., and so, processing of them is very
difficult. Therefore, the data taken into consideration in
this approach are restricted to the Semantic Web envi-
ronment.

Semantic Web [8], [9], [10] is intended as a semantic
extension of the current web. Nowadays, the main tech-
niques for the Semantic Web data description are:

• XML language [11] for the data structuring

• RDF(S) [12], [13] for the metadata description

• OWL [14] for the ontology specification

Taking only the Semantic Web data into consideration,
data sources with defined ontologies [15] represent a
natural assumption for the approach.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 intro-
duces the matching operation and brings a brief re-
view of schema matching approaches. Section 3 is con-
cerned with ontology-based schema matching approach;
it deals not only with matching discovery, but also with
expression of found mappings. Finally, Section 4 sum-
marizes the paper.

2. Schema Matching

The matching operation takes two schemas as an input
and produces as an output mappings describing schemas

relationships. The task of finding corresponding map-
pings is a topic of many research projects. Unfortu-
nately, in many projects and implementations, it has
been solved mainly manually [16]. This has significant
limitations - it is time consuming, prone to errors and
expensive. An effort to automatize this as much as pos-
sible resulted at most in providing the so-called match
candidates, and the user needs to (manually) adjust the
assignment to guarantee their suitability. This is because
the schemas have very often some not expressed seman-
tics that affects the matching.

Many ways how to search for schema correspondences
where investigated in the past. The approaches can
be basically distinguished according to the information
level, at which the schemas have been compared:

• Instance - At an instance level, matching ap-
proaches consider instance data to find the corre-
spondences between the schemas describing these
data.

• Term - Approaches working at a term level are
linguistic-based (e.g., based on names and textual
descriptions of schema elements). They can work
with terms relations (synonyms, homonyms, etc.)
or can be string-based (considering used terms as
a character string and comparing them in order to
find their relations as prefix, suffix, root, etc.).

• Structure - Matching can be performed for in-
dividual schema elements, such as attributes, or
for combinations of elements, such as complex
schema structures. At this level, for instance,
graph-based techniques are used.

For example, approaches comparing particular schema
attributes can be based on their names (optionally taking
into account also known synonym relationships or using
lexical techniques), data types, active domains; some of
them deal also with the structures of the sources.

A matching possibility obtained by this is often ex-
pressed using some similarity function. This similarity
can be based on probability [17], on the cosine measure
of particular attribute feature vectors [18], or some other
measure describing the number of explored aspects in
which they correspond [19]. These measures can be fur-
ther used for selecting matching from found candidates.
Sometimes, some additional techniques like candidates
refinement [20] or machine learning [21] are used.
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3. Ontology-based Schema Matching

In the proposed approach to schema matching, avail-
able ontologies describing data in the integrated sources
are supposed. From them, required correspondences be-
tween particular schema elements will be derived.

Generally, an element can participate in zero, one or
many correspondences searched within the matching
data schemas. Moreover, an individual element (of some
schema) can match one or more elements (of another
schema). Therefore, also a term matching cardinality is
usually used. With respect to a mapping element, match-
ing can be of a cardinality 1:1, 1:N, N:1, N:M. Most ex-
isting approaches match each element of one schema to
the element of another schema with cardinality 1:1 or
1:N.

This approach considers correspondences of cardinality:

• 1:1 when matching two schemas. This means that
one element of the first schema is matched to one
element of the other schema.

• 1:N when matching one schema to more schemas.
This can be seen as a set of matching used in
the case above. Mentioned 1:N matching is often
used in data integration for matching a schema of
a global virtual view and schemas of local data
sources.

To formalize the notion of the required matching corre-
spondences, a matching of a cardinality 1:1 is an asser-
tion:

ε1 ρ ε2

where

ε1 is an element of one schema
ε2 is an element of the other schema
ρ is a relation between ε1 and ε2 expressing their corre-
spondence.

A matching of a cardinality 1:N is a set of assertions of
1:1 cardinality:

{ε1 ρi εi}
where

ε1 is an element of one schema
εi is an element of another schema
ρi is a relation between ε1 and εi expressing their corre-
spondence.

The relation ρ can be one of the following kinds of cor-
respondence:

• Is-a hierarchical relationship (i.e. one element is
more general than the other or vice versa).
This kind is denoted as ⊇, respective ⊆.

• Equivalence between the elements.
This kind is denoted as =.

• Disjointness, i.e. elements cannot be matched in
any way.

3.1. Schema Mapping

A result of the matching task, found schema correspon-
dences, is often called schema mapping. In general, for
schema mapping, an arbitrary structure can be used.
Mapping can be done in a broad scale from the simplest
one-to-one mapping rules expressing direct correspon-
dences between elements, trough mapping a concept to
a query or a view [22] (e.g. respecting GAV or LAV ap-
proach), to some additional mapping structures (e.g. a
reference model in [23]). Different projects usually use
their own notion of mapping.

However, instead of using for instance mapping rules as
assertions for global and local schemas elements that are
particular approach oriented, a more complex and even
standardized structure covering all mapping can be em-
ployed. An OWL ontology will be used to describe the
mapping between elements of the global view and the
local sources.

The use of an ontology for the mapping brings a pos-
sibility to reuse it in other tasks or situations. Also,
when deriving further correspondences, taking another
schema (of another data source) into account for in-
stance, mapping described in an ontology can be seen as
another ontology available for compared sources. More-
over, for the future, considering also other kinds of cor-
respondences, an ontology can be employed, because it
can capture various relation types.

To capture the mapping, according to the type of the
matching, an appropriate OWL [14] construct is used.
In OWL, classes provide an abstraction mechanism for
grouping described resources. On the Web, resource is
every thing or entity that can be identified. A notion of
owl:Class is therefore used for elements correspon-
dences:

• For the is-a relationship, i.e. ε1 ⊆ ε2, the notion
of subclass can be employed.
An appropriate OWL feature for this is
rdfs:subClassOf, which allows one to say
that an extension of a class description is a subset
of an extension of another class description.
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• For the equivalence relationship, i.e. ε1 = ε2, an
OWL feature owl:equivalentClass can be
used.
owl:equivalentClass allows one to say
that a class description has exactly the same class
extension as another class description.
However, also in this case rdfs:subClassOf
can be used: defining ε1 as subclass of ε2 and at
the same time ε2 as subclass of ε1, it is possible
to say that ε1 and ε2 are equivalent classes.

• The disjointness (i.e. to say that an extension of a
class description has no members in common with
an extension of another class description) can be
expressed by owl:disjointWith.

3.2. Matching with Shared Ontology Available

In the simplest case, a description of all the sources
is covered by the only one ontology. This ontology is
shared by the sources and captures all the data descrip-
tion. Schema elements correspondences can be directly
find in the given ontology.

For this, following assumption is adopted:

The semantic relationship between terms defined in the
ontology implies the same relationship between schema
elements labeled by these terms.

Considering previously stated correspondences types
class-subclass and class equivalence, an is-a hierarchy
defined by the shared ontology is used. When match-
ing two data source schemas, for each element of the
first schema and for each element of the other one, their
relationship is searched in the ontology - if an is-a rela-
tionship is defined in the ontology, the appropriate cor-
respondence is between the compared elements.

Some relationships need not be in the ontology directly
expressed, however, they can be obtained using transi-
tivity of subclass relationship. For example, when ap-
proaching an ontology as a graph with classes as nodes
and is-a relationship labeled edges, found correspon-
dence between two elements means not only an existing
edge of that label, but also an oriented path between the
classes appropriately labeled.

When classes are disjoint, it means that there should not
be any is-a hierarchy relationship between them, and,
therefore, it is not needed to search it. However, this situ-
ation leads in practice to the same effect as relationships
had been searched, but none has been found.

As, to capture the mapping, an OWL expression is used,
the given shared ontology can be seen as a ”superontol-

ogy” of the searched mapping, in that sense that it de-
scribes all the classes and their relationships as stated in
the mapping.

Note that all correspondences derived from the given
ontology are adopted; they are not considered only as
matching candidates, because there is no correspon-
dence estimation - all of them are defined in the ontol-
ogy. This step demand no (human) user interaction.

3.3. General Matching with Ontologies

Generally, for definitions of terms in the sources, more
ontologies are used. Some sources can use for some
terms a shared ontology, but it does need to cover all
the terms, and the use of a shared ontology cannot be
assumed. Instead of it, all supported ontologies have to
be considered.

By merging all given ontologies, a “new” shared ontol-
ogy is obtained, and this general case can be transformed
to the previous one. For doing this, ontology alignment
or ontology merging methods can be employed.

In the context of ontologies, terms alignment and merg-
ing are closely related [24]. For both, also matching
and mapping are relevant. Ontology alignment usually
means a task of establishing a collection of binary re-
lations between two ontologies. This allows to define
a way for merging of ontologies. Ontology merging re-
sults in a new, integrated ontology.

Methods for matching in the field of ontology merging
or ontology alignment are of similar principles to the
methods for schema matching. That is, because ontolo-
gies and data schemas are closely related. The main dif-
ference is a purpose. An ontology is developed in or-
der to define a meaning of terms used in some domain,
whereas a schema is developed in order to model some
particular data. Especially for schemas using a semantic
data model, there is often no obvious difference and way
to identify which representation is a schema and which
is an ontology. In practise, schemas and ontologies usu-
ally have both well defined terms and contexts of their
occurrence. Because data schemas often do not provide
explicit semantics for their data, matching is usually per-
formed with the help of techniques trying to guess the
meaning of used terms. When assuming available data
source ontologies, this is not needed.

Methods for ontology alignment or ontology merging
are performed, as methods for schema matching, at dif-
ferent levels: instance (e.g. comparing set of instances),
element (e.g. lexical techniques), and structure (e.g.
graphs techniques), and use syntactic and semantic ap-
proach.
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Also similarity with so-called match candidates can be
found. Methods therefore require user interaction or use
some heuristics based on user earlier decisions. Note,
although in the case of a shared ontology, there are no
candidates, and correspondences are strictly derived, the
candidates can arise from this subtask.

Ontology merging methods are topics of many research
projects:

• Chimaera [25] - The Chimaera system tool pro-
vides support for merging of different ontologies
that may have been written by different authors
using different vocabularies. It is based on a On-
tolingua ontology editor [26], and considers only
the class-subclass relation.

Chimaera is an interactive merging tool that de-
mand user interaction: it generates name resolu-
tion lists that help the user in the merging task by
suggesting terms each of which is from a differ-
ent ontology that are candidates to be merged or
to have taxonomic relationships not yet included
in the merged ontology. Chimaera leaves the de-
cision of what to do entirely to the user and does
not make any suggestions itself.

• PROMPT [27] - The PROMPT is an algorithm
for semi-automatic ontology merging and align-
ment. It performs some tasks automatically and
guides the user in performing other tasks for
which his intervention is required. It also deter-
mines possible inconsistencies, which result from
user actions, and suggests ways to resolve these
inconsistencies.

First, PROMPT creates an initial list of matches
based on class names. Then follows the cycle of
selecting candidates (by the user) and automati-
cally executed actions - the algorithm works with
data types, considers linguistically similar names
and subclass hierarchy.

The PROMPT ontology merging algorithm was
implemented as an extension to the Protégé-2000
[28] ontology editor.

• FCA-MERGE [29] - The FCA-MERGE is
a method for merging ontologies following a
bottom-up approach which offers a structural de-
scription of the merging process.
For the source ontologies, it extracts instances
from a given set of domain-specific text docu-
ments relevant to the merged ontologies by apply-
ing natural language processing techniques.

Based on the extracted instances, mathematically
founded techniques taken from Formal Concept

Analysis [30] are applied to derive a lattice of con-
cepts as a structural result of FCA-MERGE. In-
stance extraction and the FCA-MERGE core al-
gorithm are fully automatic. The generated result
is then explored and transformed into the merged
ontology with human interaction.

• HCONE [31] - HCONE approach on ontology
merging exploits WordNet [32], which is an ex-
ternal natural language information source. The
HCONE method consults WordNet for lexical in-
formation. Linguistic and structural knowledge
about ontologies are exploited by the Latent Se-
mantics Indexing method (LSI - a vector space
technique for information retrieval and indexing)
[33] for associating concepts to their informal,
human-oriented intended interpretations realized
by WordNet senses.

Using concept intended semantics, the proposed
method translates formal concept definitions to a
common vocabulary and exploits the translated
definitions by means of description logics reason-
ing services. The goal is to validate the mapping
between ontologies and to find a minimum set of
axioms for the merged ontology. The HCONE ap-
proach is not completely automated; human in-
volvement is placed at the early stages of the map-
ping/ merging process.

4. Summary and Conclusion

Schema matching is a crucial part of a data integra-
tion process. The matching result, a mapping, is then
used when accessing integrated data. For schema match-
ing, several techniques based on various information
about data sources are employed. With source ontolo-
gies available, it is possible to derive the requested cor-
respondences between data schemas.

An important issue is a way how to express the found
mapping. In this approach, an OWL ontology is used.
This brings a possibility to share or reuse the derived
mapping. The mapping expressed in a standardized way
can be further used in other situations and accessed also
by various tools. In particular, this mapping allows to
use techniques developed for ontology processing.

If an ontology shared by all the data sources is sup-
ported, mapping of source schemas can be easily ob-
tained from this ontology. Generally, if there are two or
more ontologies used for data description, these ontolo-
gies are merged. Ontology merging results in getting a
shared otology as stated earlier, and the mapping can be
then obtained. So, by this approach, the task of schema
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matching is transformed to the ontology merging task,
for which, there are available methods and tools that can
be employed.

An ontology-based schema matching is a subtask of
ontology-based data integration which will be studied
more in my thesis.
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